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Introduction

Summary
Methylphenidate hydrochloride (MPH/Ritalin) is a stimulant used
for off-label management of cancer-related fatigue and sedation;
however, its use in pain treatment is still relatively rare. This
study 1) compares the antinociceptive effect of MPH and its
combination with morphine (MOR) in adult male Wistar rats after
a single administration of MPH, MOR or their combination, and
2) compares the analgesic effects of opioids and Ritalin combined
therapy with opioid monotherapy in patients with cancer pain. To
objectively

assess

physical

activity

during

a

three-week

monitoring period, patients were equipped with Actiwatch Score
Actigraph. Patients performed daily evaluations of pain intensity
and frequency, and the extent to which pain interfered with their
daily life. Our research with rats supports the evidence that MPH
in lower doses has the ability to enhance the analgesic properties
of morphine when the two drugs are used in combination.
Results from the patient arm of our study found that short-term
treatment had no significant effect on intensity or frequency of
pain, however it decreased the overall burden of pain; the
combined

treatment

of

opioid

and

Ritalin

also

showed

anti-sedation effects and resulted in mild improvement in one of
our patient’s quality of life.
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Most patients diagnosed with cancer suffer from
pain in the terminal stages. In some cases, cancer pain is
difficult to treat. Therefore, one of the main goals of this
study was to find new treatments for patients with cancer
pain.
Cancer is often a terminal disease. Therapy for
many patients consists of palliative care with the goal of
improving the quality of life. Common symptoms in
cancer patients include pain, somnolence, depression, and
cognitive dysfunction (Rozans et al. 2002). In some
cases, commonly used analgesic strategies fail to provide
sufficient pain relief and/or are accompanied by
unacceptable side effects. Therefore, finding new pain
treatment strategies and to study a better understanding of
the mechanisms of cancer pain relief represent urgent
concerns.
Psychostimulant drugs are potential candidates
for adjuvant analgesic drugs. Psychostimulants have been
described to induce analgesia and anti-nociception in
animal models of both acute (tail-flick test, hot-plate test)
(Drago et al. 1984, Lin et al. 1989) and tonic (formalin
test) (Altier and Stewart 1993, Morgan and Franklin
1990) pain. Other studies have shown potentiation of
opioid analgesia using psychostimulants (Dalal and
Melzack 1998, Sprague and Takermori 1978).
Furthermore, psychostimulants have been shown to
reduce sedation and improve cognitive functions, which
facilitate the use of higher doses of opioids (Dalal and
Melzack 1998).
Clinical experience suggests that a combination
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treatment using opioids and psychostimulants have two
advantages: 1) the combined treatment increases the
analgesic effect and 2) reduces the incidence of adverse
effects, because the combination allows the use of
reduced doses of both analgesics. The combination is
primarily used to mitigate the occurrence of somnolence
and sedation induced by higher doses of opioids and to
mitigate the negative effects of opioid treatment on
cognitive function. Based on reduced sedation, the use of
amphetamine derivatives enables the use of higher doses
of opioids, especially in the terminal stages of cancer,
which can add comfort to the end of life of the patients by
reducing pain or at least making it more tolerable (Dalal
and Melzack 1998). Therefore, the combination of
opioids with psychostimulants seems to be a feasible way
to improve the quality of life of patients with end stage
cancer (Rozans et al. 2002).
Our
previous
research
showed
that
psychostimulant drugs have analgesic effects in an animal
(rat) model of nociceptive sensitivity, using the plantar
test (Yamamotová et al. 2012). The results were in
agreement with other experimental and clinical studies
that
demonstrated
the
analgesic
effects
of
psychostimulants alone, as well as psychostimulants in
combination with opioid analgesics (Dalal and Melzack
1998, Halladay et al. 2009, Schreiber et al. 2015).
Since psychostimulants are illicit drugs, the best
candidate for use in clinical practice is methylphenidate
(Ritalin), which has been used in clinical practice for
treatment of children with ADHD syndrome (Attention
deficit hyperactivity disorder) worldwide for almost
50 years (Challman and Lipsky 2000, Jensen 2009).
Ritalin has also been used in the treatment of narcolepsy
(Trenque et al. 2014), the treatment of major depressive
disorder in terminally ill cancer patients (Ng et al. 2014),
as augmentation therapy after failure of adjunctive
neuromodulation for patients with treatment-refractory
bipolar depression (Adida and Azorin 2014), and in the
treatment of fatigue associated with cancer chemotherapy
(Lower et al. 2009). However, its use for pain treatment
is still relatively rare.
The aim of our study was to link the findings of
experimental studies in animal models to clinical practice
in oncology, which, for various reasons, involve
treatment failure of opioid analgesic medication. The
analgesic effects of combined therapy of opioids and
methylphenidate hydrochloride (MPH/Ritalin) will be
examined and compared with opioid monotherapy. In the
clinical part of the study, the subjective as well as the

objective analgesic effect of combined treatments was
analyzed.

Methods
Animal study
In the present study, we selected three MPH
doses. The first and second doses were 0.25 mg/kg and
1 mg/kg, which do not exhibit an effect in locomotor
activity. The third dose was 5 mg/kg, which increases
motor activity but not stereotyped behavior (Gaytan et al.
1997).
Nociception was tested in three-month-old male
Wistar rats (N=85). Latencies of forelimbs, hind limbs,
and tail withdrawal reflexes to thermal nociceptive
stimuli (Plantar Test, Ugo Basile, Comero, Italy) were
repeatedly measured at 15-min intervals after
a subcutaneous (sc) injection of 0.25 mg/kg, 1 mg/kg,
and 5 mg/kg of MPH, MOR, and their combination
(MPH+MOR) in equal doses. The last measurement was
performed 45 min after drug(s) administration. Antinociceptive effects, expressed as the Percentage
Maximum Possible Effect (%MPE), were calculated as
the percentage difference between the measured response
and the baseline response, divided by the difference
between the maximum response (cut-off time = 22 s) and
the baseline response. %MPE was calculated separately
from the latencies of the tail-flick responses and paw
withdrawal reflexes to thermal stimuli during the
45th minute after drug injection.
In the plantar test, animals were freely moving
in a plexiglas box (size 27x17x14 cm) without any
restriction. Nociception was tested after five-minutes of
adaptation, i.e. after the disappearance of exploratory
activity induced by the new environment. Forepaws were
tested first, followed by hind paws, and the tail. Four
repeated measurements at different locations on the distal
part of the tail were used. Stimulation was repeated at
approximately half-minute intervals. Mean values from
the limbs and the tail were used for analysis.
All experiments were approved by the
Committee for Animal Care and Use, Third Faculty of
Medicine, Charles University, Prague and conducted
according to the guidelines of the Ethics Committee of
the International Association for the Study of Pain
(Zimmermann 1983).
Human study
Two patients participated in the clinical part of
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the study. The first patient was a 63-year-old man with
a 12-year history of an orofacial tumor in the retromolar
area with metastases. Pain in this patient was sharp and
burning with an intensity of 8-10 on a numeric rating
scale (NRS). The pain was located in the neck and spread
to the head and base of the tongue. Breakthrough pain
occurred 2-3 times per day, with an intensity of 10
(NRS). Before entering the study, the patient was treated
with transdermal fentanyl (100 μg/h).
The second patient was a 67-year-old man with
prostate cancer and metastases into the pelvic bones and
the L2-L5 vertebrae with a strong neuropathic component
in both thighs. Pain intensity was 5-7 on NRS. The
patient was taking OxyContin (oxycodone) 60-80 mg/day
+ gabapentin 900 mg/day.
Although pain is not considered a primary
indication for methylphenidate, the potential for analgesic
effects may influence the decision to use it in
combination with opioids (Dalal and Melzack 1998). In
cancer patients, methylphenidate can reduce opioidinduced somnolence, improve cognition, treat depression,
and alleviate fatigue. Treatment is typically begun at
2.5-5 mg in the morning and again at midday, if
necessary, to keep the patient alert during the day and not
interfere with sleep at night (Rozans et al. 2001).
During the first week of monitoring, patients
continued on their previous medication(s). During the
second week, 10 mg/day of Ritalin was added to the
treatment regimen. During the third (last) week, Ritalin
therapy was discontinued.
Actigraphy was used to provide an objective
estimate of physical activity and sleep. All participants
were instructed to wear the Actiwatch Score (CalmNtech,
UK) 24 h per day during the whole (3 week) observation
period. An Actigraph is a movement detector, designed to
measure ambulatory activity. The instrument is the size
of a wristwatch and was worn on the non-dominant arm.
Activity counts were recorded at 2-min intervals
(sampling frequency).
At 5 P.M. the patients were alerted by a ‘beep’
to enter the required information about their current pain
status – i.e. pain intensity and frequency and the extent to
which pain had interfered with their daily life (dela Cruz
et al. 2014). All items were assessed using a 10 point
Likert’s scale.
The intensity of ‘current pain’ was assessed
using a numeric rating scale (from 0 to 9 where 9
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represents maximum possible pain), the frequency and
burden of pain (from 0 to 9 where 9 represents ‘all-day
pain’ and burden).
Data from the Actigraph were analyzed using the
Sleep Activity 7 program (CalmNtech). In addition to the
average daytime activity, the quality of sleep was also
assessed based on the duration of immobility during
sleep.
This study was carried out in accordance with
the Declaration of Helsinki (Br Med J 2: 177-178, 1964,
as revised in 2008). After all procedures had been fully
explained, each participant signed an informed consent.
The study was approved by the Ethics Committee of the
Third Faculty of Medicine, Charles University, Prague.
Statistical analyses
Animal study
Changes in nociception after drug administration
using %MPE were analyzed using the two-way ANOVA
(between subject variability – factors drug and dose)
separately for each tested body site. Where indicated,
simple planned comparisons or the Bonferroni test were
used in post-hoc analyses.
Human study
Descriptive statistics were used to characterize
the sample. Means and standard deviations were reported
for continuous variables obtained from each week of the
study. Statistical differences between variables during the
three-week observation periods were tested separately for
each patient using the nonparametric Kruskal-Wallis test
and the Mann-Whitney U test.

Results
Animal study
Effect of drugs and doses
Results are summarized in the Figures 1 and 2.
The lowest dose of all drugs (0.25 mg/kg) was without
any anti-nociceptive effects and withdrawal latencies
were the same at all stimulated body sites (drug x site
interaction F(4, 42)=0.12, p=0.98).
At a dose of 1 mg/kg, the strongest
anti-nociceptive effect was found for a combination of
MPH + MOR (F(2, 20)=6.32, p=0.007), irrespective of
the tested body site (drug x site interaction F(4, 40)=1.03,
p=0.40).
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Fig. 1. Differences in analgesia on the
forelimbs and hind limbs after sc
administration of morphine, MPH, or
a combination. At a dose of 1 mg/kg, the
strongest anti-nociceptive effect was found
for a combination of MPH + MOR. # p<0.05
MPH + MOR vs. MOR, * p<0.05 MPH + MOR
vs. MPH.

Fig. 2. Differences in analgesia on the tail
after sc injection of morphine, MPH, or
a combination. At a dose of 1 mg/kg, MPH
increased the anti-nociceptive potency of
MOR, however, at a dose of 5 mg/kg it
decreased the anti-nociceptive potency of
MOR. # p<0.05 MPH + MOR vs. MOR,
* p<0.05 MPH + MOR vs. MPH.

Fig. 3. Mean (+ SEM) changes in pain
intensity, frequency of pain, and interference
of pain with daily life in patient No. 1 during
the three-week observation period (before
treatment with Ritalin, during treatment,
and after discontinuation of Ritalin). No
significant differences were found in any
observed endpoints.
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Fig. 4. Mean (+ SEM) changes in pain
intensity, frequency of pain, and interference
of pain with daily life in patient No. 2 during
the three-week observation period (before
treatment with Ritalin, during treatment, and
after discontinuation of Ritalin). All pain
characteristics decreased over the threeweek observation period but significant
differences were only found between the
baseline period and the week after Ritalin
discontinuation. * p<0.05 baseline vs. after.

Fig. 5. Average daily activity and the number
of minutes of immobility during sleep (± SE)
in two patients during a three-week
observation period. Ritalin was added to
each patient’s pain treatment regimen during
the second week (i.e. days 8-14). No
significant changes in daily physical activity
and immobility during sleep were found
throughout the observation period.

At a dose of 5 mg/kg, there were no significant
differences between drugs (F(2, 14)=3.13, p=0.075), the
effect of MOR was similar to the effect of the
combination MPH + MOR; however, the effect was
strongly dependent on the stimulated body site. The
maximal anti-nociceptive reaction was observed on the
tail (drug x site interaction F(4, 28)=13.77, p<0.00001),
where MOR was more effective than MOR + MPH
(Fig. 2).
Human study
Pain
In patient No. 1, we found no differences in
either self-reported pain intensity (H=1.57, p=0.46), pain
frequency (H=1.08, p=0.58), or overall pain burden
(H=3.33, p=0.19). However, the variable “interference of
pain with daily life” showed a decreasing tendency when
the first week of the study was compared with the third

week (p=0.06) (Fig. 3).
In patient No. 2, the mean pain intensity
decreased over the three-week observation period
(H=8.13, p=0.02) as did the daily frequency of pain
(H=8.18, p=0.02). Changes in the variable “interference
of pain with daily life” approached, but did not achieve
significance (H=5.37, p=0.07).
In all variables, significant differences were
found between the baseline period and the week after
Ritalin discontinuation (pain intensity: p=0.02, frequency
of pain: p=0.01, burden of pain: p=0.03) (Fig. 4).
Activity and sleep
In patient No. 1, treatment with MPH, in the
form of Ritalin, did not affect average daily activity or
quality of sleep, as estimated from the number of minutes
of immobility (H=0.86, p=0.65, H=0.32, p=0.85),
respectively. In patient No. 2, also no differences were
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found in average daily activity (H=2.59, p=0.27) or the
number of minutes of immobility during sleep (H=1.81,
p=0.40) (Fig. 5).

Discussion
Animal study
We found that MPH at a dose of 1 mg/kg had the
ability to enhance the analgesic properties of morphine
when the two drugs were used in combination. Both
drugs operate in the same brain structures. Analgesic and
reward effects are mediated by dopaminergic neurons,
which are located in the ventral tegmental area (VTA)
and project into various areas of the forebrain, including
the nucleus accumbens (Altier and Stewart 1999).
Opioids cause the release of dopamine from these
neurons indirectly through inhibition of GABAergic
neurons (Johnson and North 1992, Koob 1992), whereas
psychostimulants increase extracellular dopamine
directly.
The therapeutic effects of MPH are thought to be
mediated by an increase in the synaptic concentration of
dopamine and noradrenaline, particularly in the striatal
and frontal regions (Volkow et al. 2002), which is
induced by blocking dopamine and noradrenalin
transporters, respectively, the main action being on
dopamine transporters.
To understand the analgesic effects of
psychostimulants it is important to mention the fact that
the VTA neurons process nociceptive information and
participate in the modulation of pain (Moradi et al. 2014,
Altier and Stewart 1999, Morgan and Franklin 1990).
Activation of the dopaminergic mesolimbic reward
circuit, which originates in the VTA, is postulated to
preferentially suppress emotional responses to noxious
stimuli (Schifirnet et al. 2014). Suppression of the
nociceptive component of pain can also be affected by the
descending pain modulating system, in which
serotonergic and noradrenergic neurons play pivotal
roles. Recent electrophysiological studies have shown
that noradrenergic locus coeruleus neuronal activity and
serotonergic dorsal raphe neuronal activity are both
modulated by MPH (Tang and Dafny 2012, Tang and
Dafny 2013). The anti-nociceptive effect of MPH has
also been described in adults with ADHD; after a 3-day
wash-out period, MPH administration resulted in
increased pain thresholds and tolerance on the cold
pressor test (Treister et al. 2013).
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Human study
The pain suppressing effect of Ritalin in
combination with opioids was different in our two
patients. In the patient with a long history of illness and
strong orofacial pain, Ritalin appeared to be completely
ineffective; however, in the patient with prostate cancer
and milder pain, there appeared to be some treatment
benefit. This patient was also treated with gabapentin.
According to our knowledge, information about
interaction between gabapentin and methylphenidate are
not documented in medical literature. Just one case report
was published about combined treatment of gabapentin
(200 mg/day) and methylphenidate (30 mg/day) in
a preadolescent with ADHD and co-morbid bipolar
disorder. Both family and clinician noted improvement
and stabilization of mood symptoms (Hamrin and Bailey
2001). We cannot exclude that mild treatment benefit can
result from mood improvement in this patient.
Pain intensity, daily frequency of pain, and
interference of pain with daily activities remained
reduced even one week after Ritalin discontinuation.
Vigano et al. (1995) published a similar finding for MPH
in the management of psychological distress and
associated somatization in a patient with terminal prostate
cancer. The question arises, whether different types of
pain and specific somatic locations might be more
responsive to this type of therapy. Similar results were
obtained in our animal model when we compared the
anti-nociceptive effects on the tail and paws.
A human PET study showed that therapeutic
doses of MPH block more than 50 % of the dopamine
transporters and significantly enhance extracellular
dopamine in the brain, an effect that appears to be
modulated by the rate of dopamine release (Volkow et al.
2002). It is possible that chronic pain induces disruption
in dopamine signaling similar to long-term exposure to
opioids (Taylor et al. 2016).
The clinical effect of MPH in humans might be
influenced by several factors which follow from the study
of Volkow and Swanson (2003). These factors include:
dose, which is necessary to induce a dopamine increase
that is perceived as reinforcing and capable of producing
therapeutic effects; pharmacokinetics, i.e. the reinforcing
effect of MPH is associated with rapid changes in serum
concentrations and rapid dopamine increases, whereas the
therapeutic effects are associated with slowly increasing
serum concentrations; individual differences in MPH
sensitivity; and context, i.e. the effects of MPH can be
modulated by different situations and expectations.
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We found no significant changes in daily
physical activity profiles or circadian activity rhythms
(not shown, will be published separately) after Ritalin
treatment, although MPH has been shown to alter
circadian clocks in mice (Antle et al. 2012). Also, the
number of minutes of immobility during sleep was, in our
patients, similar during the entire observation period. This
is in agreement with the effect of MPH treatment for
adult ADHD, which showed no significant differences in
mean Actigraph sleep parameters measured during the
week-long pre-treatment and during the treatment period
(Snitselaar et al. 2013); this effect was contrary to that
seen in ADHD children where MPH negatively affected
total sleep and reduce mean activity (De Crescendo et al.
2014).
Although we did not observe any treatment side
effects in our patients, the number of spontaneous reports
of adverse effects occurring during off-label use of
methylphenidate after long-term treatment has been
increasing over the past several years (Trenque et al.
2014). The absence of serious adverse events relative to
the presence of other, rather minor, adverse events
(vertigo, anxiety, anorexia, and nausea), demonstrates the
tolerability and safety of MPH in cancer patients
(Escalante et al. 2014).
Both patients in our study experienced improved
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resistance to fatigue and expressed a desired to continue
methylphenidate after the study was concluded; however,
a meta-analysis of methylphenidate on cancer related
fatigue has provided limited evidence to support the use
of methylphenidate as fatigue treatment (Gong et al.
2014).
Several limitations of this study should be
mentioned. First, since it was a pilot study, we had
a small number of patients. Because the patients were in
the terminal stages of their diseases, we did not use
a placebo control group, therefore we cannot exclude that
our results were partially influenced by MPH and/or
placebo. The size of placebo effect is always dependent
on the expectations of the patient; however, we did not
assess this factor in our study.
We did not observe any obvious analgesic
effects from the combined treatment of Ritalin with
opioids; however, we did observe anti-sedative effects
and mild improvement in patient quality of life.
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